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Abstract
Forecasting discharge and it's changing in a river is basic concept in surface water
management.Whereas direct discharge measurment in rivers is time consuming and expensive, and
sometimes it is impossible, for this purpose the relation between discharge and stage as rating curve is
estimated by using of measured datum. The Gara Su river in Ardabil province, make damages with its
floods every year. Informing of flood discharge's value in upstream for management activity in
downstream is necessary. In this study product stage-discharge relations by using of the results of
direct discharge measurment in Dost Bayglu hydrometry station over Gara Su river during 30 years
statistic period, which among them the polynomial relation to estimate discharges give best result.
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1. Introduction
In hydrometry stations, stage value was usually being read while measuring the discharge
value of river. At the present time engineers read the stage value by advanced devices and
send it to the reference centers by using modern. If we measure the discharge and the stage
value several times, we would find a mathematical relation between them, which was called
the stage- discharge relation. Measuring the river discharge constantly, is very difficult and
expensive task, even in normal conditions. However, it will be more difficult, sometimes
impossible one, in floody situation or in unfavourable climate condition. In some rivers, when
there is a reasonable mathematical relation between discharge and stage, we can use stage
value, be reed and be send it to the center, to obtain the discharge value. The stage- discharge
relation refer to all possible concepts explaining ; how calculate discharge based on measuring
the flow parameters. Stage- discharge relation can be defined by determining discharge
measuring points and stage parallel points on x and y axis, respectively. Forming of the stagedischarge curve is a function of control station geometry. At the mathematical point of view,
the most of stage- discharge curves have parabolic form. But, at the regressional point of
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view, the stage- discharge curves could have various forms such as; Polynomial, Power,
Linear and etc.
2. Background
Bhattacharya and Solomatine studied the water level and discharge by using 9 years obtained
datum from hydrometry station in Bagirathy river, India, by using artificial neural network.
The results showed that the power model is the best, which its determination coefficient is
about 0.988. Validation test showed that the error in this model is insignificant.
Jain and Chalisgaonkar studied stage- discharge relation by using artificial neural network in
India. In this study, they used three informational layers in artificial neural network model for
making stage- discharge curve. The results showed that there is high correlation coefficient in
stage- discharge relation by this mrthod.
Chubak and McGinn studied the outlet flows and stage- discharge relations in Clear Lake,
Canada. They use lake and channel water level datum and measured discharge datum in their
researchs. The results showed that there is significant relation between the shape of stagedischarge curve and flow geometry and hydraulic parameters.
Hemadi studied the stage- discharge relations on the river system of Karoun. In this study,
with using the results of direct discharge measurement in rever in 6 hydrometry station during
30 years statistics period determined that, in the most results, parabolic relation is the best.
3. Research Methodology
In order to perform the research, we collected information and statistics related to dischargestage on Dost Bayglu hydrometry station, by referring to regional water organization in
Ardebil. Then, we analyzed the information and data. By employing simple regression, we
obtained the relation between stage and discharge. To do this, in start by dividing data to four
parts, we used 3/4 of data as a calibrated data and 1/4 as a validating data.
4. Specifications of hydrometry station
Gara Su watershed basin is one of the vast in Ardabil province, its area is about 11126.3
Hectares. Dost Bayglu hydrometry station established in 1351 and 840 meters high from the
sea level. It is in 47 – 31 longitude and 38 – 32 latitude. The upstream basin station has area
about 7311.1 Kilometers and discharge and stage datum are available, until 1384. The
station's equipments are: Stage, Limnogragh and etc.
5. Model efficiency scale
There are different scales to evaluate the efficiency of the model. In this research , we use
Root Mean Square error and Determination coefficient.
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5. Conclusions
As determination coefficient tended to one, it means there is more precise relation between
stage and discharge. Data have been divided to two parts, calibrated and validating in this
method. It have been used %70 and%30 of data as a calibrated and validating data,
respectively, (It means that in this research Data consist of %70 calibrated data and %30
validating data). Calibrated data were used to fitting curves. So by applying regression
relation on validating data, we obtained the validation correlation coefficient.The evaluation
process was applied on curves and functions then, they were selected based on having the
favourable determination coefficient. In this research, polynominal curve provide the best
result for Dost Bayglu station. Validation and calibration correlations coefficient are shown in
table(1).

model
Rating curve

calibration correlation
coefficient
0.90

Validation correlation
coefficient
0.88

Table 1. Validation and calibration correlations coefficient.
Diagrams related to calibration and validation process and ,also, time series of predicted and
observed data are shown in the following section.
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Fig 1: time series of predicted and observed data.
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Fig 2: Rating curve - calibration process.
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Fig 3: Rating curve - validation process.
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